NIRSA Regional Flag
Football Championships
University of Notre Dame
October 31 – Nov 2, 2014
Notre Dame, IN

2014 TOURNAMENT RESULTS

Men’s Division
14 teams
Champion: Michigan State University
Runner-up: University of Wisconsin-Madison
Championship Final Score: 19-0

Men’s All-Tournament Team
MVP – Brandon Erickson – Michigan State
Collin Odishoo – Northern Illinois University
Meshach Bollers – West Georgia N.T.K.
Clark Vinton - Olivet
John-Myles Gaskell – UW-Madison
Connor Coscar – Michigan State University
Andrew Mathews – UW-Madison

Co-Rec Division
4 teams
Champion: Burn Early, Notre Dame
Runner-up: Cheese Faces, Notre Dame
Championship Final Score: 20-12

Co-Rec All-Tournament Team
MVP – Ryan Linquist – Notre Dame Burn Early
Alex Jirschele – Notre Dame Burn Early
Jordan Tomchanry – Notre Dame Burn Early
Emma Collis – Notre Dame Cheese Faces
Dylan Scarpato – Notre Dame Cheese Faces
Tyler Van Voorhees – Notre Dame Swag Squad
Rachel Wimsatt – Notre Dame Swag Squad
Emma Collis – Notre Dame Cheese Faces
MVP: Brandon Erickson – Michigan State
MVP: Ryan Linquist – Notre Dame Burn Early

Women’s Division
5 teams
Champion: Dream, Howard
Runner-up: Viktorious Secret, Augustana
Championship Final Score: 34-0

Women’s All-Tournament Team
MVP: Ashley Clark – Howard Dream
Laura Polizzi – Augustana Viktorious Secret
Veronica Bertellotti – Augustana Viktorious Secret
Emily Lutton – Augustana Viktorious Secret
Dia Bennett – Howard Dream
Rachel Wimsatt – Notre Dame Welsh Fam
Kendra Jones – Howard Dream

All-Tournament Officials
David Blye – University of Kentucky
Nathan Ferdinand – Ohio State University
Drew Ison – Indiana University
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